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August 1, 2012 was a significant date in history 
for Alberta wheat farmers. Most would recollect 
the beginning of marketing freedom for wheat 
and barley farmers in western Canada. It also 
marked the beginning of the Alberta Wheat 
Commission (AWC). Two monumental changes 
in the landscape for wheat farmers in Alberta. 

What had begun a few years earlier with 
discussions between the Alberta Winter Wheat 
Producers Commission and the Alberta Soft 
Wheat Producers Commission, resulted in 
the formation of what is now AWC. Now just 
six-and-a-half years later, AWC has become a 
leading farm organization in Canada. This didn’t 
happen by chance nor by coincidence, but 
rather through the vision, collaboration, hard 
work and determination of a group of people 
who had, and continue to have, a desire for 
improving our industry and livelihood. 

During my time with AWC I have witnessed 
incredible work led by the commission. As this 
is my last chair message, I want to reflect on the 
work AWC has accomplished and recognize  
the people involved.

Among the first was the decision to share an 
office and staff with Alberta Barley. This led 
to the amalgamation of two management 
teams this past year. It has resulted in a unified 
team and substantial cost savings for both 
commissions. I’d like to recognize both boards 
for their foresight and direction, as well as the 
staff led by our General Manager, Tom Steve,  
for their hard work in carrying it through.

AWC was the first farm group in the federal 
finance minister’s office in Ottawa explaining the 
importance of cash ticket deferrals to farmers, 
which resulted in the retention of this much 
used provision. We witnessed the formation of 
Team Alberta, a powerhouse of skill, talent and 
influence when AWC, Alberta Barley, Alberta 
Canola and Alberta Pulse Growers joined forces 
in taking our concerns to both provincial and 
federal governments. Team Alberta’s unified 
voice has expressed concerns on issues 
including Bill-6, rail transportation, proposed 
tax changes and many more that needed the 
farmer’s voice to be heard.

This past year was significant as we released 
AAC Crossfield, a CPS wheat that was 
developed through a collaborative approach. 
It was referred to as a 4P agreement – private, 
public, producer, partnership. AWC was the 
producer portion of the agreement. We also 
witnessed former Ag Minister Gerry Ritz being 
inducted into the 2018 Canadian Agricultural 
Hall of Fame. AWC was one of the nominees 
of this much deserved award. Lastly, this past 
year AWC launched FarmCash, a cash advance 
program for multiple commodities in Alberta. 

There is much more that can be accredited to 
AWC. I am grateful and honoured to have been 
a part of it. I want to recognize Terry Young who 
also has been on the board from the start and 
is terming out. He, along with our predecessors 
and current directors, hold an integral part in 
AWC being where it is today. None of this would 
have happened without the astute leadership of 
Tom Steve and his team of staff. So, to all of you, 
I say thank you and lead on.

Jason Lenz  |  Alberta Barley past Chair 

With my time as Alberta Barley’s chair coming to 
an end as I write this, I’ve been reflecting on our 
board’s achievements over the last few years 
as well as where we want to continue going. 
As a farmer, my experience with Alberta Barley 
has given me a whole new appreciation for the 
work our directors do for their peers. At work or 
in life, you want to be around good people and 
that is not only the case with my fellow directors 
and Alberta Barley delegates, but also with the 
very capable staff I have had the pleasure to get 
to know. 

When I first started with the commission as a 
board member back in 2014, the barley cluster 
under the Growing Forward 2 program had 
just been announced. Today, that cluster is 
wrapped up and we’re seeing results from 

our investment – new varieties and improved 
agronomic knowledge that could improve farm 
gate returns. We look forward to sharing the final 
report with farmers in the coming weeks. As a 
long-time member of Alberta Barley’s research 
committee, this is something I’m especially 
proud to see delivered to farmers. 

Another activity I’ve taken great pride in is 
getting involved with farm policy.  I’ve travelled 
to Ottawa countless times with our staff and 
other directors to give the farmer perspective 
on issues from rail transportation to trade, 
sustainability and more. In the last several years, 
we’ve formalized our Team Alberta presence 
with our counterparts at Alberta Wheat, Pulse 
and Canola. Just recently, I was part of a Team 
Alberta outreach mission on The Hill where we 

Continued on next page
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shared our regulatory concerns related to the 
Pest Management Regulatory Agency and the 
the value creation in cereals discussion along 
with our praise for the current government’s 
aggressive trade agenda. These are current 
issues but over the years, I am proud of the many 
political wins we’ve helped achieve for Alberta’s 
barley farmers. 

As a farmer, being directly involved in this 
organization, I will forever be grateful for the 
work that is being done to make our barley 
famers more profitable. Recently, the Canadian 
Barley Roundtable has been working together 
to create a comprehensive strategy to do just 

that. Once this work is complete, we’ll be able to 
activate the Getting to Growth action plan which 
serves as a roadmap aimed at strengthening the 
value proposition for Canadian barley. 

There is so much work going on behind the 
scenes and I am proud of every single one of 
the people working to make it all happen and 
want to extend my sincere thanks to all of you. 
Even before I became chair, I’ve often looked 
at other successful organizations and drawn 
inspiration from some of the people at the 
helm who are also working to lead our industry 
forward and I owe a thanks to these individuals 
as well. Following my time as chair, I will be 

completing the final year of my commitment to 
Alberta Barley as a director and I hope to have 
many conversations about how to continue 
strengthening our industry with friends and 
colleagues during that time and long into the 
future. 

General Manager’s Message
Tom Steve, General Manager  |  Alberta Wheat and Barley Commissions

Royalty discussion a hot topic
It shouldn’t have come as a surprise that farmers reacted strongly at the mere suggestion of any change in 
royalties on wheat and barley seed. After all, farmers’ right to use farm-saved seed is a time-honoured practice in 
western Canadian agriculture enshrined in law.

When amendments to the Plant Breeders’ Rights Act were passed in 2015, the “Farmers’ Privilege” was included in 
the legislation to ensure farmers could continue to save seed for their own use.   

AWC and Alberta Barley strongly supported that provision and we will need to be convinced that any new 
royalty model would deliver greater profitability to farmers and not simply added costs. 

So, why are we having this discussion?

Wheat and barley acres in Western Canada have been declining over the past two decades, losing ground 
to canola and pulses. Breeding programs for wheat and barley are almost entirely dependant on government 
funding and producer check-offs. Over 90 per cent of new varieties are developed by breeders at Agriculture 
and Agri-Food Canada (AAFC) and the universities, while private sector investment is minimal.

It is widely recognized that the current royalty system does not cover the 
cost of breeding programs, meaning there is no return on investment (ROI) 
for plant breeders – either public or private – with certified seed use at 
around 20 per cent. 

For a number of years, farm groups and industry have been debating 
how to bridge this investment gap or whether it needs to be addressed 
at all.  Do we want more private investment or can we remain competitive 
with the status quo? Some argue that the solution is to simply increase 
government and producer funding.

In October of 2018, when the federal government announced 
consultations on two funding models – an end point royalty (EPR) 
collected on grain deliveries or a trailing royalty system through contracts 
if seed was reused – details were scarce. With limited information, the 
rumour mill kicked into overdrive with speculation that new royalties were 
about to be imposed on all varieties. While that’s not true, I can understand 
how some farmers assumed decisions had already been made.

The two models up for discussion were the product of a working group 
of the national Grains Roundtable that I co-chaired.  And they came 
about because the working group could not come to a consensus, 
so we recommended these two options be further studied by the 
federal government, including a detailed economic analysis and broad 
consultation with farmers.  EPRs are used in Australia and France while the 
contract system is in place in the United Kingdom.

The working group did not endorse either model and neither AWC or 
Alberta Barley have taken a position on them. Before we do that, we 
will need a lot more detail on how the models would work, a lot more 
consultation with farmers and a convincing value proposition from the 
seed industry. To date, the economic analysis we asked the federal 
government to perform, has not been done.

Some have criticized AWC and Alberta Barley for not discussing this issue 
more publicly until now.  I accept that criticism and we will strive to get 
more information out to you in the coming months. I would also stress that 
a decision is not imminent and we will be seeking your input and taking 
those views back to the government.  For their part, the government has 
promised further consultations and also indicated that other options – 
besides the two under review – will be considered.

Unfortunately, the first four consultation meetings – in Winnipeg, Ottawa, 
Saskatoon and Edmonton – did not shed a lot of light on the two models. 
In fact, they may have simply raised more questions. 

Due to copy deadlines for the Grain Exchange prior to Christmas, there 
may have been developments since this column was written. I encourage 
you to watch for more information at www.albertawheat.com or  
www.albertabarley.com and in various media as this process unfolds.

The Alberta Wheat and Barley Commission’s position  
on value creation:  
• Alberta Wheat Commission and Alberta Barley believe there has not 

been sufficient consultation with the commissions or wheat and barley 
producers in general to allow us to take a position on these proposals. 

• We reserve the right to choose neither model and will be seeking 
guidance from wheat and barley producers before taking a position.

• Both commissions support the right of farmers to use farm-saved seed 
without paying royalties and we need to better understand how these 
proposals would impact on their bottom lines.

• We also support innovation, but public breeding institutions or private 
companies need to demonstrate that the models will result in higher net 
returns for farmers.

• However, if they simply result in added costs to farmers already working 
with tight margins, they will not be accepted.

• One of the models would involve the collection of an end point royalty 
when the grain is delivered to a buyer while the other would be a 
contractual system where farmers agree to pay a trailing royalty if they 
save their seed in subsequent years.

• The initial four consultation meetings did not shed any additional light 
on the two proposals and we will be insisting on further information and 
consultation.

• Both commissions collect a levy on all wheat and barley marketed 
in Alberta. The largest share of our budget is for scientific research, 
including variety development and agronomics, to increase the 
profitability of Alberta’s wheat and barley producers. Regardless of the 
outcome of this process we will continue to fund research.

• Any new royalty system needs to recognize the substantial investment 
that farmers already make in the development of new varieties.

Kevin Bender | Alberta Wheat Commission past Chair 

 

Meet the new Alberta Barley Chair 
David Bishop  |  Alberta Barley new Chair 
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As a farmer, being directly 
involved in this organization,  
I will forever be grateful for 
the work that is being done  
to make our barley famers 
more profitable.”

“

In Banff, Alberta at the 2018 inaugural Prairie Cereals Summit, Alberta Barley held its AGM where 
Dave Bishop was elected the new commission chair. Bishop replaces the outgoing Alberta Barley 
chair, Jason Lenz. Bishop has numerous years of Alberta Barley involvement as he served as the 
vice-chair since 2016, Alberta Barley’s region one director since 2014 and prior to that, a region 
one delegate. Bishop has contributed to many other agriculture groups such as the Alberta Seed 
Processors, where he was a board member from 2012 to 2015 and later served as president from 
2015 to 2018. He also served on the Grain Growers of Canada board from 2016 to 2018. Bishop 
became involved with Alberta Barley eager to contribute to the meaningful commission work that 
benefits the entire agriculture industry. He believes that the agriculture industry and commodity 
organizations need direct input from Alberta farmers. 

Prior to farming, Bishop graduated as a heavy-duty and automotive mechanic from SAIT and worked 
for his family’s agriculture and automotive dealership in Claresholm, until 1998 when it was sold. He 
began farming in 1986 with his wife Mary and her parents, near Barons, northwest of Lethbridge. 
They have since expanded and currently farm 3,500 acres of dry land and irrigation where barley, 
wheat, canola, rye, pulses and forage are grown. Whenever extra hands are needed Dave and 
Mary’s two sons, Clinton and Erek help out.

* With Kevin Bender’s final term coming to an end following AWC’s AGM at FarmTech on January 30th,  
   the commission’s board of directors will elect and announce a new chair directly following the AGM.
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It’s been a busy couple of months on the trade front! In a final 
sprint just before the United States (U.S.) imposed deadline, 
Canada and the U.S. finished negotiations on the United 
States-Mexico-Canada Agreement (USMCA) on September 30. 
The Canadian government then turned their attention to the 
ratification of the Comprehensive and Progressive Trans-Pacific 
Partnership (CPTPP) agreement which was signed on March 8, 
2018. By working quickly, Canada became the fifth member to 
ratify the CPTPP agreement by the end of October 2018. This 
means the CPTPP agreement will come into effect by the end  
of December 2018, allowing Canada to start certain tariff 
reductions sooner. This article provides a quick overview of 
the two trade deals, why they are important to wheat and 
barley farmers and what timelines can be expected on the 
implementation of the benefits.

USMCA
The USMCA will replace the North American Free Trade 
Agreement (NAFTA) that has been in place since 1994. This new 
agreement is important to Canadian producers as it provides 
continued tariff-free access for Canadian wheat and barley into 
the U.S. and Mexico. The North American market is the largest 
destination for Canadian combined exports of spring wheat and 
durum, with the U.S. importing roughly 2.5 million tonnes each 
year. The U.S. also imports roughly 200,000 tonnes of barley, 
making it the second largest market for barley exports. 

Second, this agreement also includes new rules around grading 
restrictions to address an ongoing trade irritant in wheat. Under 
the current Canada Grain Act, grain that was not grown in Canada 
cannot receive a grade. This meant U.S. wheat delivered into 
Canada was only able to be classified as feed wheat, even if it 
was a variety registered in Canada and of milling quality. Under 
the USMCA agreement, the act will be adjusted so U.S. grown 
wheat of varieties registered in Canada can be graded to the 
same standard as Canada’s wheat. This will give Canadian and 
American farmers the same opportunities to deliver in Canada, 
while still protecting our Canadian reputation for quality.

With the USMCA negotiations complete, there was a ceremonial 
signing by world leaders on November 30, 2018 at the G20 
meeting in Argentina. The timeline for implementation will be 
decided between the member countries. In Canada, with  
the House of Commons winter break planned to start after  
December 14  and last until January 28, therefore implementation 
would likely occur February 2019 at the earliest.

CPTPP
The Canadian government finished the legal work required for 
the ratification of the CPTPP agreement at the end of October 
2018. Shortly after, Australia ratified the agreement and the six-
member ratification requirement for implementation was met. 
This started a 60-day countdown, meaning the CPTPP came  
into effect on December 30, 2018.

The CPTPP agreement corrects a tariff differential between 
Canada and Australia into the Japanese market that has seen 
Canada at a disadvantage. Australian feed barley was exempted 
from Japan’s state-trading system in 2015, resulting in Australian 
feed barley imports being duty free. This advantage led to 93 
per cent of Japanese feed barley imports coming from Australia, 

while Canadian exports to Japan fell from over 500 thousand 
tonnes in 2012 to just 66 thousand in 2015. Under CPTPP, our feed 
barley will immediately be treated similarly to Australian feed 
barley. This should help improve Canadian exports into 2019.

The CPTPP will also immediately provide a Canada-specific 
annual quota which will reduce tariffs by 45-50 per cent for food 
quality wheat destined for Japan. This quota will initially be for 40 
thousand tonnes and will increase to 53 thousand tonnes over six 
years. Reduced tariffs will ensure that Canadian wheat exports are 
competitive with wheat exports from other countries, including 
the U.S.. Canadian wheat exports to Japan are expected to 
increase until a U.S.-Japan bilateral trade agreement is complete.

While we already export wheat and barley to many of the CPTPP 
member countries, new export opportunities from the deal, 
particularly for beef, can drive our domestic market demand for 
grain back home. For example, once Vietnam ratifies the CPTPP 
they will eliminate tariffs on fresh, chilled and frozen beef over 
two years and eliminate tariffs on other beef products over seven 
years. Demand for more Canadian beef translates into demand 
for more barley at home, especially in Alberta.

At the Alberta Wheat and Barley Commissions, we continually 
explain to government why producers need these free trade 
agreements and the importance of continuing to reduce 
trade burdens internationally. With these deals complete, it’s 
expected that government’s attention will turn to China as they 
have consistently shown strong demand for Canadian wheat 
and barley. As competition for Chinese business increases from 
other international export countries, we will need to consider an 
agreement to ensure we remain competitive. Trade deals will be 
important to make sure Canadian grain exports continue to be  
a viable choice internationally. 

A look at the new international trade 
deals and what they mean for Canada
Geoff Backman, Business Development & Markets Manager  |  Alberta Wheat and Barley Commissions 

“It’s been a busy couple of months on the trade front!” 

5SIMPLE TIPS  
TO KEEP YOUR  
CEREALS READY 
FOR MARKET

Let’s all work together to 
protect Canada’s reputation and 
keep markets stable and open.

keepingitclean.ca/cereals
  @KICCanada     @KICCanada 

  company/kiccanada

For more information, visit:

1. Use acceptable pesticides only

2. Always read and follow the label

3.  Grow disease-resistant varieties 
and use practices that reduce infection

4. Store your crop properly

5. Deliver what you declare

LOVE FARMING BUT HATE PAPERWORK? 
FarmCash is unveiling new features to give you more time to do what you do best.

•  Ditch your calculator: FarmCash will calculate your advance for you. 

•  Save your gas money: We’ll verify priority agreements on your behalf. 

•  Unplug your scanner: FarmCash will be accepting e-signatures. 
 

Visit farmcashadvance.com to learn more about our easy-to-use 
online platform and flexible advance options. 

Cash Advance Program
FARM CASH

* With Kevin Bender’s final term coming to an end following AWC’s AGM at FarmTech on January 30th,  
   the commission’s board of directors will elect and announce a new chair directly following the AGM.
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“How would this look if it occurred in Alberta?” 
This question hangs around as we watch Ontario 
producers harvest record yields of unmarketable 
grain corn. A wet fall season has led to extreme 
levels of fusarium and deoxynivalenol (DON). 
There are many unanswered questions as to 
what the final impact may be. 

Currently found throughout southern Alberta, 
Fusarium graminearum (Fg) is slowly making 
its way through northern regions. Although 
we have had challenging years when it comes 
to Fusarium Head Blight (FHB), most notably 
in 2010, 2011 and 2016, the main factor helping 
to suppress larger FHB issues in Alberta is the 
disease’s scattered foothold. Unfortunately, 
the foothold Fg has in Alberta is growing. If 
measures are not explored to reduce further 
buildup of this disease, significant economic 
damage to Alberta will occur in wet years. The 
question is, what can we do to stop or slow the 
buildup of fusarium in Alberta?

Fusarium is a fungal disease that packs two 
punches. It both shrivels the infected grain 
(fusarium-damaged kernels) reducing yields, and 
it produces the mycotoxin DON that renders the 
grain unmarketable due to it being undigestible 
by humans and livestock. In a way, fusarium kicks 
us twice before we even hit the ground. Fg will 
overwinter in the trash of infected plants and 
when weather becomes warm (15°C-30°C) and 
moist (>90% humidity), spores are produced 
and released from infected residue via rain or 
wind, and will land on infection sites. Timing 
of infection causes different effects on grain 
quality. Early flowering infection will restrict 
kernel development leading to increased risk 
of downgrading due to the presence of whitish 
fusarium damaged kernels (FDK) – also known 
as ‘tombstone’ kernels in harvested grain. 
Kernel infections from mid to late grain fill and 
early dough stages will show minimal visual 
symptoms but may carry high DON levels.

Fusarium mitigation demands good agronomics. 
Any cut corners will give fusarium an advantage. 

Consider crop rotation. Corn, wheat, barley, oats 
and other small cereals are hosts for fusarium 
with durum and corn presenting the greatest risk 
of infection for rotational crops. Breaking up tight 
cereal or corn rotation with pulses and oilseeds 
for at least two years between susceptible crops 
will reduce levels of Fg in the field and allow 
infected trash to break down, reducing the 
build-up of infected material.

Quality seed is a must but is especially important 
in areas where Fg is infrequently found. Get your 
seed tested! Not checking your seed before 
putting it into the soil is playing with fire. A few 
infected seeds in a clean field could lead to a 
fully infected field. In addition to having clean 
seed, seed treatment, increased seeding rates 
and staggering your seedings can also mitigate 
fusarium risk or spread. A seed treatment will not 
stop infection late in the season but it will reduce 
seedling diseases caused by infected grain, 
which will be important in regions of Alberta 
where Fg is well established. Increased seeding 
rates reduces tillering, promotes uniform head 
emergence, shortens flowering infection time 
and allows better coverage of fungicides. 
Staggering your seedings will spread your 
temporal risk between fields.

For genetics, exploiting more FHB resistant 
varieties will reduce your risk of disease spread 
or yield loss. When farming in areas where FHB 
is just starting to build, avoid ultra-susceptible 
cultivars and aim for varieties like Tisdale, 
Brandon or Plentiful for CWRS and Tenacious or 
Penhold for CPS (full resistance details can be 
found in the Alberta Seed Guide). Fg will blow in 
from neighbouring fields in the right conditions 
although most spores will be deposited within 
100-500m of where they were produced. Using 
ultra-susceptible varieties will only sure up your 
risk of highly infected fields.

Under disease conducive environments, 
scouting for fungicide to make timely spraying 
decisions is important. The spray window for 
fusarium is 7-10 days. Fungicides need to be 

sprayed directly on the head tissue you want to 
protect, so ideally applications target all heads 
within a field. Start scouting as crops progress 
from flag leaf emergence to when heads start 
to emerge from the boot. While scouting, also 
consider weather conditions and risks for FHB 
by utilizing the Fusarium Disease Severity Risk 
tool, which was initiated by the Alberta Wheat 
Commission. You can find this tool on the 
Alberta Agriculture and Forestry webpage. This 
will give you enough time to plan your sprays. 
For those of you under irrigation, scout and 
withhold irrigation during flowering as irrigation 
will propagate FHB during this stage. 

When harvesting FHB infected wheat fields, 
we can increase fan speed and blow infected 
grain out the back of the combine. FHB infected 
wheat that shrivels during grain fill will be 
lighter and smaller, as opposed to barley and 
oats which don’t shrivel as much. However, Dr. 
Kelly Turkington of Agriculture and Agri-Food 
Canada calls this a catch-22. Research from the 
late 1980’s by E. Khonga and J.C. Sutton out of 
Guelph, Ontario demonstrated that grain holds 
the highest potential to produce the wind-borne 
spore stage of Fg as compared to other plant 
material. Therefore, in the process of blowing 
FHB grain out, the most infectious part of the 
plant is staying in the field. Not a good move for 
long-term remediation. Dr. Turkington suggests 
post-harvest grain cleaning to remove the 
infected grains from your field. He also notes 
that grazing may be a mitigation tool to  
reduce infection rates in fields. The FHB 
pathogen does not take well to the process  
of ruminant digestion.

So, what can we do to slow the buildup and 
impact of fusarium in Alberta? Create an action 
plan of management techniques to either 
reduce infected trash levels or prevent the 
disease from establishing itself on your farm. The 
first step is knowing your enemy and the tactics 
you can implement against it. 

Understanding fusarium risk: 
Preventing Ontario’s fusarium 
challenges in Alberta
Jeremy Boychyn, Agronomy Research Extension Specialist  | Alberta Wheat and Barley Commissions

“

“

New Crop  
Missions
Led by Cereals Canada, the Canadian Grain Commission 
(CGC) and the Canadian International Grains Institute 
(Cigi), AWC participates annually in new crop missions, 
an initiative aimed at promoting high quality Canadian 
wheat to our global customers. The new crop missions 
are an opportunity to showcase Canadian farming 
practices to international buyers. Our new crop mission 
representatives help buyers to better understand how 
Canadian farmers select seed, plant it and harvest it, 
while leveraging Canada’s natural resources of clean air, 
clean water and clean land. The new crop missions are 
one of the services that Canadian farmers provide to our 
customers, but are also an opportunity for customers to 
voice concerns directly with our value chain. The missions 
also serve as a forum that Canada uses to work towards 
resolving potential trade barriers. Strong communication 
and relationships with our customers help with trade 
issues and ensuring Canadian farmers are selling market-
ready grain. 

The latest installment of new crop missions took place in 
late 2018. Refer below to see the key take-aways from the 
various Canadian wheat representatives.

Laura Reiter, Chair 
Saskatchewan Wheat Development Commission

Singapore and China

Scott Hepworth, Vice-Chair  
Saskatchewan Wheat Development Commission

Morocco, Algeria and Italy

We received many questions about Canada supplying grain 
with lower moisture than our standard for dry. This may provide 
an opportunity to reward producers that are lucky enough to 
harvest in drier conditions.”

In all three countries, I observed a significant amount of interest 
for Canada’s high-quality durum wheat. It was interesting to see 
how important and common Canadian wheat is in their diets. 
They greatly value our product and I see continual opportunity 
for Canadian wheat in all three countries.”
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Wednesday, January 30th, 2019            10:30 am – 11:30 am             Edmonton Expo Centre, Hall F

Hear about the work we’re doing for farmers | Open to the general public

albertawheat.com

Join us at FarmTech for Alberta Wheat Commission’s 
Annual General Meeting

“

“

“

PolicyTRACKER is a quarterly update of key 
federal and provincial farm policy issues that 
stand to impact your operations. The Alberta 
Wheat and Barley Commissions’ policy and 
markets team undertakes a number of activities 
to advocate for the competitiveness, profitability 
and market access for Alberta wheat and barley 
farmers. PolicyTRACKER provides an overview of 
these activities, while providing information on 
pertinent policy and governmental issues that 
we monitor on a regular basis. 

Team Alberta fall outreach 
From November 26 – 28, 2018, representatives 
of Team Alberta gathered in Ottawa to engage 
with federal government politicians and staff 
officials. The team, which included the chairs 
of the Alberta Barley and Wheat Commissions, 
Jason Lenz and Kevin Bender, held a series of 
meetings to express gratitude for the current 
government’s aggressive trade agenda and to 
discuss concerns of Alberta crop sector farmers. 
This included regulatory concerns related to 
the Pest Management Regulatory Agency, 
the Canadian Grain Commission and other 
emerging issues such as the Right to Repair 
issue. These meetings were held concurrently to 
the Grain Growers of Canada’s annual general 
meeting, board meeting and the GrowCanada 
2018 conference. 

Bill S-228: Child Health  
Protection Act 
This bill seeks to restrict the marketing of 
unhealthy food and beverages to children as 
a means of reducing childhood obesity. As of 
November 24, 2018, this bill was under study by 
the Senate. Should the legislation be passed, it 
would enable regulations by Health Canada that 
in their current form would label 99 per cent of 
whole wheat, whole grain and wheat bread as 
unhealthy for children. AWC is concerned that 
this is not backed by nutritional science as this 
bill could have negative implications to Canadian 
grown wheat in both the domestic and 
international (protectionist) markets, and extends 
beyond the intent of the legislation. AWC has 
written to all Senate committee members to 
express these concerns. During Team Alberta’s 
fall outreach mission, AWC representatives 
strongly encouraged the government to take 
further action to study the implications of the 
legislation and make amendments accordingly. 

Federal fall economic update 
On November 21, 2018, Finance Minister Bill 
Morneau delivered the federal fiscal update 
(mini-budget). The announcement introduced 
the Accelerated Investment Incentive which will 
allow farmers who make capital investments 
in machinery or equipment to write-off three 
times the amount of the investment in the year 
that that the machinery is put to use. For clean 
energy equipment, the deductibility is 100 per 
cent in the first year. This could potentially be 
applied to specific types of farm machinery 
or equipment that meet the criteria. This 
accelerated capital cost allowance will be in 
effect until 2024 at which time it will begin a 
phase out by 2027. Other positives in the budget 
relate to an Export Diversification Strategy that 
will benefit agricultural trade and also progress 
made on regulatory reform in the agri-food 
sector. 

Doubling of Agriculture Exports  
to China by 2025 
The Alberta Wheat and Barley Commissions 
are pleased by the government of Canada’s 
commitment to grow exports from agriculture 
trade with China. In early November 2018, 
Canada’s Minister of Agriculture and Agri-Food 
spent two weeks in China with other high-level 
ministers to strengthen trade relations and 
increased market access. Throughout the trip, 
18 agriculture and agri-food agreements were 
signed at an estimated total value of $353  
million. Current agricultural exports to China  
are valued at $7 billion and the government  
has announced that they will double that  
to $14 billion by 2025. Wheat and barely  
exports together in 2018 were valued at  
close to $1 billion. 

Candidates forum – election 2019 
Alberta’s next provincial general election is 
expected to be called between March 1, 2019 
and May 31, 2019. Team Alberta has engaged 
with the Alberta Counsel to continue to work on 
the implementation of our elections strategy and 
outreach activities to ensure strong government 
relations heading into the elections. Team 
Alberta will be engaging with all parties and 
looking for the support of our members to get 
our messaging out regarding farmers’ priorities 
for the elected party. 

Policy TRACKER 
Shannon Sereda, Government Relations and Policy Manager  |  Alberta Wheat and Barley Commissions

New Crop  
Missions

Team Alberta is a 
collaboration between 
Alberta Barley, Alberta 
Canola, Alberta Pulse 
Growers and the Alberta 
Wheat Commission to 
advance policy issues that 
impact Alberta’s crop sector 
with all levels of government.
Together we combine resources to 
strengthen the voice of Alberta crop 
sector farmers through delivery of our 
core activities of advocacy, promoting 
sustainability, ensuring long-term market 
access and providing policy input to 
government.

Fred Greig, Chair  
Manitoba Wheat & Barley Growers

Canada, Mexico, Ecuador, Colombia, Peru and Chile

Terry Young, Director  
Alberta Wheat Commission

Japan and Indonesia 

Kevin Bender, Chair  
Alberta Wheat Commission

Philippines, United Arab Emirates, 
Nigeria and Ghana

There appears to be interest in a collaborative effort with 
Canada to increase consumer consumption of wheat products. 
We all are fighting the non-science based social media attacks 
on wheat.”

The Japanese market is very 
optimistic thanks to the newly 
signed and passed CPTPP. 
In Indonesia, they covet our 
high-quality wheat specifically 
CWRS, but I see opportunity 
for other wheat classes as 
their blending capabilities 
have advanced.”

In Nigeria we see significant 
opportunity. They like our 
high-quality wheat and our 
exports there have nearly 
doubled in the last five years. 
A common theme amongst 
our feedback from customers 
is that they’re pleased with 
our consistent wheat quality.” 
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Our prediction that the Alberta Party 
will likewise play an insignificant role 
in the province-wide election is based 
partially on polling numbers, but also 
on fundraising numbers. Where people 
put their money is a great indicator of 
where they will also put their vote – and 
this is especially true since the NDP 
changed the financing rules, limiting 
political contributions to $4,000 per year 
and prohibiting corporate and union 
contributions. The UCP again leads the 
pack with $2.3M through the first three 
quarters of 2018. The NDP is not too far 
behind at $1.8M. The Alberta Party is at 
just over $184,000. The irrelevant bottom 
consisting of the Liberals, Freedom 
Conservative and Green parties have 
$82,000, $3,000 and $6,000 respectively.

While few things in politics are certain, 
we know for sure that the 2019 election 
will be competitive, interesting and a ton 
of fun for political watchers in Alberta and 
across Canada.

A current election analysis
Jenelle Saskiw & Keith Pridgen  | Alberta Counsel 

Tips to kick start transition conversations 
Elaine Froese | Canada’s Farm Whisperer, Farm Family Coach

Recently 60 eager farmers spent a good chunk of their post-harvest day 
with me explaining their biggest challenges and fears. Still tired from the 
hardest harvest in recent history, they opened up their deep emotion 
about the fear of failure and making the wrong succession decision.

As the founder or the next generation, pondering great questions will help 
find certainty for the future of your farm. I cannot guarantee all of your 
anxiety will decrease but I can promise when you change your questions, 
you can change your life. 

1.  What do you want your life to look like on the farm for the next five 
years? I suspect you are not going to retire, but you tire more easily 
with a sore back. What role do you want? How active do you want to 
be? Have a good talk with yourself first, then share your emotions and 
thoughts with your spouse. Do you both want the same picture? Is your 
marriage in good shape?

2. Are you ready to share decision making with your successor and open 
up the farm books to be totally financially transparent? On a scale of 1 to 
10, with 10 being ready to do the work of exploration of viability, debt 
servicing and transferring assets, are you a 10?

3.  What does your personal wealth bubble look like? Do you have a non-
farm income stream? How much will you need to draw from the farm? 
Take 15 minutes right now to scan the 2018 bank statements for a ball 
park number of your family living expenses.

4. Where do you really want to live? Are you staying put or longing for 
a simpler space? Better weather in winter? Proximity to your fabulous 
grandchildren? Close to the cows for calving checks? The residence 
issue is a huge stumbling block when spouses disagree on location. 
She is not ready to move to town, and he is fine anywhere because he’ll 
be trotting to the farm daily anyway! The next generation may want 
to be on the main yard, or may be able to renovate the grandparent’s 
acreage. I don’t hear the word “budget” very often. Farm homes are not 
growth assets on farms. But land is. Scarce debt servicing dollars need 
to be allocated to the right equity.

5. How are you going to explain to the non-farming adult heirs that they 
are not getting a “raw” deal? I didn’t make this up. It’s a real-life query 
from my farm family survey (N=240) about what keeps them up at night. 
Fairness is helping everyone be successful. In my books the founder/
parents need to be financially secure first and have their needs met. 
Some tweets also cautioned that there needs to be more emphasis on 
the parents making sound financial choices, and being financially savvy. 
Which leads to the next question, are you having good success with 
the quality of the work of your trusted advisors? If your accountant or 
lawyer is not returning your phone calls or giving you timely advice, 
then you have the option of leaving and building a better relationship 
elsewhere. Go to youtube.com to watch my video “Finding Fairness 
in Farm Transition” and use it for a discussion starter for your next 
transition-planning meeting.

6. Who makes sure we have meetings? Survey your team for the person 
who is detail-oriented, accountable, and wants to be the driver of the 
succession/transition process. Sometimes this will be the mom who is 
weary of chronic conflict and no longer wants to mediate. It may be the 
daughter in-law who is longing for her skillset to be embraced on the 
farm and her voice to be heard. Perhaps health issues have scared dad 

into facing the reality that he is not 21 anymore, or the son or daughter 
who plans to farm full time is about to quit their off-farm job. Developing 
certainty of timelines and agreements comes with collecting options, 
ideas and researching what everyone wants. Get a flipchart for $200 
bucks to attack the issues, not the person. You’ll create solutions, adapt, 
and have successful constructive conflict resolution. Capture the notes 
with your smart phone photo app.

7. Is deep emotion allowed to be shared? Don’t hide emotions, express 
them respectfully and without drama. I disagree with advisors who 
say you have to keep emotions out of the planning process. Not 
so. Expressing emotion is a very positive conflict resolution strategy. 
Psychologist and farmer Pierette Desrosiers says “80 per cent of farm 
decisions are emotional ones.” We need more emotional intelligence 
to navigate today’s complex culture of agriculture, not less. Do this by 
compiling your thoughts, feelings and wishes on a word document that 
you can edit until it sits right in your gut. Use your letter as your script to 
anchor your feelings as you are honest, respectful and transparent with 
your future shareholders and heirs.

8. Stop being a lone ranger. Ask for help. Talk to your peers or ask folks 
you respect for what solutions have worked for them. Copy success.  
The process of transferring labour, management and ownership may 
take years, or just six months like our farm did when my father in-law  
had a brain disease. Asking for help is not a sign of weakness. Go  
to www.farmfamilycoach.com for the free downloadable toolkit.  
Seek out Canadian Association of Farm Advisors (CAFA) members at  
www.cafanet.com

9. Celebrate the wins along the way. Transition is a journey. Keep taking 
the next step. Have some fun!

 

Elaine Froese, CAFA, CSP, CHICoach has been called the “Dr. Phil” for 
farmers by CBC, and Canada’s Farm Whisperer by Faith Today Magazine. 
Her audio book is at www.audible.com “Building Your Farm Legacy”. 
Elaine Froese is the 2018 recipient of the Wilson Loree Award for the 
Development of Excellence in Farm Business Management. She enjoys 
being grandma on her seed farm near Boissevain, Manitoba where her 
husband and son grow certified seed wheat and barley. @elainefroese. 
www.elainefroese.com. Invite her to speak in Alberta!

On November 8, at the Team Alberta All Crops 
Breakfast, Alberta Counsel was pleased to 
provide a brief analysis on Alberta’s state of 
politics in the context of the provincial election 
expected to be held in March-May of 2019. Here 
is a quick re-cap of what we discussed at the 
breakfast.

As Alberta Counsel is a multi-partisan law and 
lobbying firm, we hear inside information from 
all political parties, both MLAs and caucus staff. 
We incorporate these insights into our broader 
political analysis to help our clients understand 
the true lay of the political land. For example, 
right now we know that the two main parties, 
the NDP and UCP, are preparing their campaign 
platforms. For the NDP this means allocating 
significant resources in the Premier’s Office, 
as well as tapping into key chiefs of staff and 
policy advisors from out of province. For the 
UCP this means coordinating with Mark Milke 
and John Weissenberger to bring together 
an inaugural platform focusing on advice and 
recommendations from industry and non-profit 
sources, as well as touching on member-passed 
policy.

As mentioned, the election is likely to be 
held in the spring of 2019. While the Premier 
is not bound by the so-called “fixed election 
period” and could call a snap election now 
or wait until her statutory maximum period 
has expired in another year, Albertans have 
clearly demonstrated in recent elections their 
eagerness to punish governments seen as 
taking advantage of flexible election timing (see 
Prentice and the PCs in 2015).

Province-wide polling, while definitely not a 
crystal ball, has some interesting insights to 
offer. For example, the 2015 election saw the 
NDP with 40 per cent of the popular vote but 
with the combined PC/Wildrose share at 52 per 
cent. The combined number has moved around 
a bit (peaking at 64 per cent just after the 2015 
election), but it has remained relatively steady 
between 50 - 60 per cent. If there is a trend, it 
appears to be slowly downward for the UCP 
and slowly upward for the NDP. While this might 
be concerning for the UCP – if it continues at this 
pace it could be a tight election – a recent poll 
by Abacus Data, which looked deeper into the 
numbers than any other poll to date, indicated 
that the overall vote available to each party is 
drastically different. That means that even if the 

NDP gets everyone who is willing to vote for 
them to do so, and the UCP only gets a fraction 
of its supporters out to the polls, the UCP is still 
likely to win because their available possible 
vote base is just so much larger than the NDP.

It is interesting to note that if the last election 
were repeated in 2019, using the new 
constituency boundaries and every single 
person who voted last time are voting for the 
same party (with PC/Wildrose voters choosing 
UCP), the NDP’s 54-seat majority would turn 
into a 52-seat UCP majority. And this is using last 
election’s numbers which were historically the 
best the NDP have ever produced.

As for the specifics of a vote breakdown, it is 
very likely that the NDP will be entirely shut out 
of the 22 purely rural seats, where they took 
seven in 2015. The UCP is going to struggle in 
Edmonton but may pick up a few seats (they 
were totally shut out of Edmonton in 2015). The 
real battleground will be the 19 suburban or 
small municipality seats and the 26 Calgary seats. 
The UCP is likely to perform quite well in these 
areas and if it can take a majority in both they 
will undoubtedly form a majority government in 
2019. The NDP’s path to re-election is extremely 
narrow and unless the UCP has a series of high 
profile “bozo eruptions” (see the lake of fire as 
the prime example), the NDP will find themselves 
not only in the opposition, but in a very, very 
small opposition.

It is very interesting to note the total number 
of confirmed candidates for each party at this 
point in the race. With only a few months until 
the writ is expected to drop, the UCP leads the 
pack with 65 nominated candidates, although 
the Alberta Party is hot on their heels with 43. 
The NDP is well behind where they should be 
at this point in the election cycle (28), although 
they have a regular practice of appointing 
candidates in very quick succession immediately 
before an election. The Liberals (5) and Greens 
(4) take up the rear. Most notably, the Freedom 
Conservatives, who some say may play spoiler 
to the UCP in certain rural races, is not even listed 
on the Elections Alberta website as having any 
nominated candidates. The Liberals’ difficulty in 
recruiting candidates supports our prediction 
that not only will the Liberals be entirely 
irrelevant in the 2019 election, but they will also 
lose their presence in the Legislature entirely, for 
only the sixth time in Alberta history.

“As the founder or the next generation, pondering 
great questions will help find certainty for the future  
of your farm.”
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Wheat markets have been waiting a long time for some friendlier news 
and it looks like 2018/19 will be the year when momentum turns from 
negative to positive. For five straight years, global wheat production has 
been expanding at a faster rate than usage and that’s kept the wheat 
market under a cloud for an extended period. In fact, it’s been long 
enough that wheat has earned its reputation as a “dog”. Because of 
that, it’s taking a while for that negative tone to fade, even though the 
fundamentals are starting to look positive.

Estimates for the 2018/19 global wheat crop are indicating a 28 million 
tonne drop from the previous year, after droughts in several key exporting 
countries. This is the first time since the 2012 US drought that production 
has fallen below usage, representing a significant shift. Global ending 
stocks of wheat have been climbing for five straight years but in 2018/19, 
are forecast to decline by 15 million tonnes. 

That’s only part of the story though; nearly half of global wheat stocks are 
reported to be in China. The problem is those Chinese numbers are nearly 
impossible to verify and even if the wheat actually exists, it’s essentially a 
nonfactor for global wheat markets. If those Chinese stockpiles are taken 
out of the equation, 2018/19 wheat ending stocks are expected to drop 24 
million tonnes or 16% from last year, the lowest level in six years.

Another part of the wheat world that’s become increasingly important is 
Russia, now a dominant piece in setting the global market tone. Last year, 
its wheat crop was a record 85 million tonnes but in 2018/19, production 
was down by 15 million tonnes. Despite this smaller crop, Russian wheat 
exports in the first part of 2018/19 have been running well ahead of the 
previous year; that pace can’t be sustained and buyers will need to look 
elsewhere. 

So, the question is why, with tighter global fundamentals, wheat futures 
are taking so long to respond? The main reason is that US wheat supplies 
in 2018/19 are still historically large and exports have been disappointing 
in the first half of the marketing year, maintaining a bearish tone for the 
US-based futures markets. Keep in mind that traders have viewed wheat 
very negatively for a number of years and they’re not ready to let go of 
that mindset. Even so, we expect that as Black Sea wheat supplies shrink 
and more global demand shifts toward the US, wheat futures will start to 
move higher.

We’re already getting glimpses of stronger prices, even if futures aren’t 
reflecting it yet. Prices for physical wheat in Europe, the Black Sea region, 
Australia and elsewhere are quite strong and have largely ignored the 
weakness in US futures. This confirms our ideas that global fundamentals 
are friendly.

Even though the Canadian wheat market is closely connected to the US, 
there are more signs of strength here too. One-third of the way through 
the 2018/19 marketing year, Canadian exports are nearly a million tonnes 
ahead of last year and that demand will likely increase as Russia runs 
low on wheat later in the year. The likely outcome is that 2018/19 wheat 
ending stocks in Canada will drop to a multiyear low. The stronger pull 
on Canadian wheat is reflected in the CWRS elevator basis (calculated by 
converting MGE futures to Canadian dollars and subtracting that from the 
average cash bid) which has been strengthening more-or-less steadily 
since the 2017 harvest.

Looking ahead to the 2019 crop, stronger prices in other parts of the 
world have been encouraging farmers to plant more wheat, with varying 
degrees of success. In the Black Sea region, mostly favourable conditions 
have supported more winter wheat plantings while wet weather in the US 
Great Plains has limited farmers’ ability to increase acreage. Winter wheat 
crops in parts of Europe are also looking iffy due to lingering drought 
concerns. So, a bigger 2019 crop isn’t a done deal yet, with better insight 
showing up as winter wheat emerges from dormancy in March/April 2019.

Global fundamentals in barley are even tighter than wheat and prices in 
most markets have rallied sharply. Total production in 2018/19 has dropped 
by nearly 3.0 million tonnes and is now at multiyear lows. More importantly, 
production among major exporters is down nearly 7.0 million tonnes and 
that’s putting a crimp in the buying plans of importers.

Earlier in 2018/19, Russia and Ukraine still had decent supplies of barley 
and were able to keep up with demand but just like wheat, those supplies 
are running low. Barley crops in Australia and the EU are smaller than last 
year and exceptionally strong domestic feed markets are keeping more 
of the barley within their own borders, making much of it unavailable to 
the export market. The one bright spot is the Argentine crop, which is up 
about a million tonnes from last year, but that still isn’t enough to offset the 
losses in other countries. 

So, what does this mean for Canada? It means that importers will be 
increasingly looking toward Canada for supplies. The barley export 
program last year was already very strong, the largest since 2007/08, but 
through the first third of 2018/19, the pace is well ahead of 2017/18. The 
issue is that there won’t be enough barley to satisfy domestic feeders and 
exporters at the same time and the export pace will have to slow down 
one way or another.

Normally, the way to slow down demand is to raise prices. Even though 
feed barley prices in western Canada are close to multiyear highs, they 
haven’t risen to parity with prices in other export origins, at least not yet. 
The logical conclusion is that in order to slow down the export flow of 
Canadian barley, prices will need to climb even higher.

While most of the market drivers are coming from the feed side of the 
market, malt barley prices will also need to keep up. Maltsters in Canada 
have locked in most of the supplies they’ll need for the rest of 2018/19 
but may need to make forays into the market for a little more coverage 
later in the season. In order to attract supplies, they’ll need to bid more 
aggressively. That doesn’t mean larger malt premiums but at least enough 
to keep the barley from heading out through the export channel.

Higher barley prices will inevitably encourage more acreage in 2019, 
not just in Canada but in other exporters too. As long as the weather is 
relatively “normal” in a number of these countries, this means barley prices 
will start to come off the highs, possibly by early summer. 

In western Canada, barley will need to compete for 2019 acres with wheat 
and oats, a couple of other cereal grains that are performing well right 
now. Currently though, weaker canola prices could push more acreage 
toward cereal grains for 2019. Given some decent weather conditions,  
we would expect to see larger barley supplies in 2019/20 and a softer 
price outlook.

Optimism in wheat and barley markets
Chuck Penner, Founder  | LeftField Commodity Research

JANUARY 29 - 31, 2019

THE EDMONTON 
EXPO CENTRE

Join us for the 
20th anniversary edition 
of FarmTech, Canada’s 
premier crop production 
and farm management 
conference. 

GET ALL THE DETAILS ON SESSIONS, SPEAKERS AND REGISTRATION AT 

FARMTECHCONFERENCE.COM

Bayer Banquet featuring comedian 
and author Rick Mercer!

PDQ now offers daily price updates 
for major crops in your area, straight  

to your inbox. 

Subscribe now at pdqinfo.ca.
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Visit us during FarmTech at the Alberta Barley  
and Alberta Wheat Commission booths!
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WINNIPEG, November 29, 2018 

The Canadian Malting Barley Technical Centre (CMBTC) has released 
its annual list of malting barley varieties that hold the most promise for 
producers in terms of performance, quality and marketability.

The 2019-20 Recommended Malting Barley Variety List includes varieties 
that have been pilot scale tested by the CMBTC and which exhibit good 
malting and brewing characteristics. The recommendations are also based 
on input from grain companies, domestic and international maltsters and 
brewers, grower associations and seed companies, says Peter Watts, 
Managing Director of the CMBTC.

“The overall purpose of the list is to help producers choose malting barley 
varieties with the greatest potential to be selected for malt,” he says.

Canada is recognized by the global malting and brewing industry for 
high quality barley varieties such as AC Metcalfe and CDC Copeland. 
However, newer varieties are in the process of being introduced into the 
marketplace such as AAC Synergy, CDC Bow, AAC Connect, CDC Fraser 
and Lowe. With excellent malting quality and improved agronomics, 
including higher yields and better disease resistance, these varieties will 
ultimately improve Canada’s competiveness and support producer returns.

The CMBTC advises producers to talk to their local elevators, malting 
companies or grain buyers before making final decisions on which 
varieties to grow in their region.

View the CMBTC 2019-20 Recommended Malting Barley Varieties list  
at www.cmbtc.com

For more information:
Peter Watts, Managing Director, CMBTC
P. 204-983-1981 | E. pwatts@cmbtc.com 

@MaltAcademy Malt Academy – CMBTC

CMBTC Releases 2018-19 Recommended  
Malting Barley Varieties List

Alberta crop sector perspective imperative as the  
Government of Canada continues to evaluate the Business  
Risk Management suite of programs
Shannon Sereda, Government Relations and Policy Manager  |  Alberta Wheat and Barley Commissions

Crop producers are susceptible to large swings in revenue and profitability 
due to production and market risks. In the last few years Albertan 
producers have seen some major production challenges. For instance, 
southern Alberta has experienced two consecutive years of drought, while 
central and northern Alberta have had recurrent wet years with early snow 
incidents that have led to downgraded quality or crop left out over winter. 
In addition to these climatic risks many farmers are also experiencing the 
impact of falling market prices and rising input costs. Tightening margins 
coupled with the risk inherent in agriculture underscore an increasing  
need for effective risk management tools in order to ensure the viability  
of farming into the future. 

In light of the growing recognition that the current Business Risk 
Management (BRM) program suite may not be effectively meeting the 
current realities of producers, the Government of Canada committed 
to undertaking a review of these programs as part of the Canadian 
Agricultural Partnership that was announced in July of 2017. The current 
BRM programs include, AgriInsurance, AgriStability and AgriInvest. An 
expert advisory panel led the review, which was composed of industry, 
producer, academic and government representatives. The panel was 
tasked with putting forth recommendations to Federal, Provincial and 
Territorial (FPT) ministers at their annual summer meeting in July of 2018. 
The panel concluded with seven main recommendations (Figure 1) as 
well as an underlying indication that more time was necessary to allow 
for broader engagement in order to move toward specific programming 
recommendations. Government officials were tasked with moving 
forward on the panel’s recommendations and reporting back at the 
2019 FPT ministers’ summer meeting. It is understood that the National 
Program Advisory Committee (NPAC) will be the main conduit for farmer 
engagement moving forward, along with industry engagement in the 
spring and input through key provincial government officials. AWC 
director, Hannah Konschuh, is a member with NPAC.

Recognizing the need to develop a deeper understanding of the values, 
usage, constraints and needs of Alberta crop sector farmers related to 
business risk management programming, Alberta Wheat and Barley 
Commissions initiated a joint committee of director representatives 
from our two commissions as well as from Alberta Canola and Alberta 
Pulse Growers. The intention of the committee is to act as a voice and 
a sounding board for the development of the Alberta crop producer’s 
perspective to contribute to the conversation as part of the ongoing 
review process. 

On November 8, 2018, AWC and Alberta Barley teamed up with Alberta 
Canola and Alberta Pulse Growers, with participation from the Grain 
Growers of Canada, to sponsor a focus group session facilitated by MNP. 
The objective of the meeting was to identify the issues and existing 
barriers related to the current state of BRM programs. Participants had an 
opportunity to provide feedback and direction in considering effective 
solutions to resolve the existing deficiencies within the programs. The  
goal is to move toward a redefined future model that could better meet 
the needs of a wide range of Alberta crop sector producers. The session 
was well attended and the commissions benefited from the perspective  
of 11 producers from all regions of Alberta at all stages within their  
farming operations. 

The commissions will use the feedback from this session to develop a 
comprehensive survey of Alberta producers. The survey, which seeks 
to leverage federal AgriRisk funds, will be congruent to other provincial 
surveys in order to add the Alberta perspective to the ongoing, national 
conversations. This initiative seeks to further consider the risks that Alberta 
producers face, what tools they would like to see and how much they 
are willing to pay for these tools. The results of the survey will serve to 
influence the input from our provincial government officials, federal 
officials and our crop insurance administrators. 

The federal government has generally expressed support for change 
to the programs, but have yet to express a political commitment to 
comprehensive change to the programs. The perspectives gleaned from 
the survey work will be used to build a more comprehensive position 
and recommendations from Alberta producers, through the existing joint 
committee. The government must ensure equity within these programs 
and will seek to assess provincial programming equity across the country. 
It is important the Alberta crop sector arrives at consensus on what 
programs are most important and effective to farmers so there can be 
advocacy for the retention of these elements, while providing solutions 
geared to overall program improvement.

Farmers will be contacted early in 2019 to participate in the survey with 
broader industry consultations to take place by the federal government  
in the spring of 2019. 

#200, 6815 8th St. NE, Calgary, AB T2E 7H7 
T: 403.717.3711 | TF: 1.855.917.3711 
E: info@albertawheat.com | albertawheat.com
E: barleyinfo@albertabarley.com | albertabarley.com

1.  Develop and evaluate tools to cover gaps in the 
current suite – AgriRisk funding

2. Explore approaches to address the lack of 
confidence in the core BRM program (AgriStability) 
including its complexity, timeliness and 
predictability challenges 

3. Examine approaches to improve program equity

4. AgriInvest should be maintained as it provides 
flexibility and allows producers to manage their 
specific risks accordingly.

5. Modernize premium setting for agriinsurance

6. Improve education on risk management 

7.  Continued work of the panel and establish an 
advisory steering committee

Figure 1. Expert Advisory Panel Recommendations

Founded in 2000, the CMBTC is a national, independent, non-profit 
organization with funding provided by members of the malting barley, 
malt and brewing industries, producers as well as provincial and federal 
governments. The CMBTC conducts applied malting and brewing 
research, providing technical support to members and customers. Based 
in Winnipeg, the CMBTC facilities include a state-of-the-art pilot malt plant 
and brewery. The CMBTC also operates the Malt Academy education 
program providing instruction in malting and brewing. 


